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World chef kitchen
Each item on this page was curated by an ELLE Decor editor. We can earn commission on some of the items you choose to buy. January 5, 2009 1 of 5 A Chef's Kitchen With dining table just steps from the cooking island, guests enjoy not only freshly prepared meals, but also a close-up of their preparation. 2 of 5 A Chef's Kitchen
Neutral stainless steel countertops mix with earth tones, including the red, yellow and orange glass tiles on the back splash. The exterior of the built-in hob has a railing shelf that has spices, kitchen utensils and even my car keys and mobile phone, says chef David Gingrass. 3 of 5 A Chef's Kitchen Storage add-ons are plentiful in all
kitchen cabinets. Swing-out magic corner shelves provide access to mixing bowls, baked goods and some small appliances. Also shown here is the zebra wooden floor - with its dark, heavy grain - that the homeowner laid down after ripping out the old kitchen's vinyl floors. 4 of 5 A Chef's Kitchen Now that the kitchen is wide open, it has
become a working room of sorts, a place to impress guests with tasty food. As such, the modest style satisfies without distracting from the menu. 5 of 5 A Chef's Kitchen Chef David Gingrass can now ply his trade at home with the simple and practical found in his restaurant kitchen. A Bathroom Soaking in Style Advertisement - Continue
reading below This content has been created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Room Ideas Design + Decorate This site is not available in your country This site is not available in your
country DGLimages / ShutterstockWe all want to be better cooks in our own kitchen if for no other reason than to cook even insanely delicious food every night. But there are definitely a few things we novice home cooks probably do that can be done better - read on to hear from the pros about what you should definitely stop doing in the
kitchen for home-cooked meals that are better than ever. Dumitru Ochievschi/ShutterstockA common mistake that people make in the kitchen is when they are about to sear a meat or fish. They tend to drop the meat or fish straight into the hot oil, and the oil can splash and burn them. The best method to fix it is to tilt the pan to keep the
oil on one side and put the meat where there is less oil and then just tilt it slowly back. More, do not move the forehead too much to avoid flames. Have patience! – Chef Saul Montiel, chef at Cantina Rooftop. Also avoid these cooking errors that ruin your food. wavebreakmedia / ShutterstockThe biggest mistake a homemade chef can
make that a professional chef would not follow the recipe of the letter! Home treat recipes such as Contracts. For most chefs, they exist as guidelines. At home, you probably don't have a pantry of 100 items to choose from, which means you need to be able to think on your feet. For example, home cooks can swap out squash for butternut
squash, or champagne vinegar for white wine vinegar... that's where the fun and creativity of cooking comes in to make a recipe more suitable for your family - Chicago chef, Greg Biggers of Margeaux Brasserie brizmaker/Shutterstock Not only is this a time-saving while you prep, a chef always has everything hot before the ingredients go
in. It's especially important when making meat. – Yankel Polak, head chef at ButcherBox Kzenon/Shutterstock A mistake that home cooks can make is to settle on bad ingredients for convenience. Buying sauces that are canned or replace fresh vegetables with frozen may seem easier, but they compromise quality from the meal.
Research into basic ingredients and cooking techniques for your meals can be daunting, but with proper practice, anyone can make a regular meal extraordinary. — Chef de Cuisine Allen Schumann at Miami Beach's Lobster Bar Sea Grille. These brilliant kitchen shortcuts will help you with your next recipe. encierro/Shutterstock Another
common mistake people make is to use ingredients that are not in season. Not only is it more expensive, but they will not taste the same. Use ingredients that are in season they are cheaper and taste much better. - Chef Saul Montiel, Executive Chef at Cantina Rooftop AlexeiLogvinovich / ShutterstockDo not cook meat or seafood
straight from the fridge without tempering it. It is always best to remove from the refrigerator for at least 15-20 minutes to ensure that it is hardened. This will promote smoother cooking. When the fish is too cold, the outside will cook and the inside will not. - Executive Chef Robert Sisca at the Bistro du Midi in Boston MJTH/Shutterstock
Chefs know to taste at all stages of a recipe, but homemade chefs often don't taste until a dish is finished, when it's too late to add some depth of flavor. -Ariane Resnick private chef, best-selling author, and certified nutritionist. These are professional chefs least favorite food. Africa Studio / Shutterstock People tend to overlook their
vegetables. Vegetables should be fixed al dente. If serving broccoli or cauliflower, for example, cook them so that they still have a crunch. -Celebrity catering, Andrea Correale of Elegant Affairs Catering Peter Kim/ShutterstockDo not use non-stick pans! Basically, the only thing [chefs] use is a non-stick pan for in our professional kitchen
egg cookership. I know people who make almost everything in the non-stick, who are a taste killer. Nothing beats a high quality stainless steel or cast iron pan. If you are worried about protein sticking, get the pan very hot add oil and you will not have trouble sticking, plus you get a much better sear leading to greatly improved taste. Chef Jim Heflin from Chicago's Centre Street Kitchen Ingrid Balabanova / ShutterstockA professional chef would also clean as they go! They want everything prepared out that will give them time to do this. - Tracy Wilk, Lead Chef and Recipe Editor (Recreational Program) at the Institute of Culinary Education. Also avoid these common
kitchen mistakes you probably make. BATMANV / Shutterstock I got rid of my microwave a few years back and haven't looked back. If I want to heat food, melt butter or boil water, I use my hotplates. Most chefs I know are in line to do this too. – Melissa Eboli, owner of Via's Kitchen, personal chef and catering company
Andrei_R/ShutterstockUse a different cutting board for each ingredient in your recipe, especially if you cut raw chicken because chicken can carry a bacterium called salmonella. Always use different cutting boards for meat, vegetables and fruits. – Chef Saul Montiel, chef at Cantina Rooftop. If you encounter a regular cooking disaster, you
can fix it here. 55Ohms / Shutterstock A chef always begins with the item that takes the furthest first and evolves into the fastest things last. It seems like common sense, but you'll be surprised how many people want to chop vegetables before you start the pasta water. – Yankel Polak, head chef at ButcherBox Jacob
Lund/ShutterstockThe first thing many chefs at home don't do is read the whole recipe. I always start in the kitchen and do this. Not only the list of ingredients, but step-by-step instructions on how to prepare, cook and dish a recipe. They should make sure they have the right equipment and utensils to complete the recipe. If they are
unsure of any product or cooking technique, do some online research to complete the recipe before proceeding! -Executive Chef Jim August at the popular Chicago neighborhood bar and restaurant, Cortland's Garage. These are some baking mistakes you didn't know you were doing. Andrii Koval/ShutterstockIf you serve fish as a main
course, do not do so in advance and then warm up again. It is best to prepare and season the fish and cook right before serving it. The quality will be much better. - Celebrity catering, Andrea Correale of Elegant Affairs Caterers Svetlana Lukienko / Shutterstock I've seen friends make a whole meal, and don't add spice to the end of the
flavor there. This is a big mistake that food needs to cook with spices. Especially if you make a dish that has oil and fat with a sauté at the beginning of its preparation, it is best to sauté let's say onions and garlic with spices, then add meat and everything else that can go into the dish for optimum taste. The spice mixture with the oil it helps
to get all the aromas out, and then it also binds to the food and tastes the dish. - Melissa Eboli, owner of Via's Kitchen, a personal chef and catering company Rido / ShutterstockTips: not oversalt food! If you prepare a dish with several components that are seasoned separately then served together, beware of the general salt content of
the dish as a whole -Avi Burn, Owner of Pinks Cantina. Avoid these common barbecue bugs as well. Stock-Asso/Shutterstock One thing I notice home cooks do while following a recipe is that they prepare things while cooking. This creates a DISASTER in the kitchen and doubles up on cleanup time, as well as resulting in forgotten and
burned food. I admit it gives me anxiety to watch. If you prepare each ingredient the recipe requires and has them ready in advance, it helps keep you organized and clean, plus your family will love you! - Chef Matthew Olley from the Silver Light Tavern in Williamsburg, Brooklyn IriGri / ShutterstockA professional chef would never put his
knives in the dishwasher. This leads to dulling and the blade would never be the same. A professional chef also has his knives sharpened all the time. - Tracy Wilk, Lead Chef and Recipe Editor (Recreational Program) at the Institute of Culinary Education. Now that you've perfected your cooking, you can learn about the things you should
never do with your oven. Originally published as 10 May 2018
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